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Abstract—Profiled side-channel attacks represent a practical
threat to digital devices, thereby having the potential to disrupt
the foundation of e-commerce, Internet-of-Things (IoT), and
smart cities. In the profiled side-channel attack, adversary gains
knowledge about the target device by getting access to a cloned
device. Though these two devices are different in real-world
scenarios, yet, unfortunately, a large part of research works simplifies the setting by using only a single device for both profiling
and attacking. There, the portability issue is conveniently ignored
in order to ease the experimental procedure. In parallel to the
above developments, machine learning techniques are used in
recent literature demonstrating excellent performance in profiled
side-channel attacks. Again, unfortunately, the portability is
neglected.
In this paper, we consider realistic side-channel scenarios
and commonly used machine learning techniques to evaluate
the influence of portability on the efficacy of an attack. Our
experimental results show that portability plays an important
role and should not be disregarded as it contributes to a
significant overestimate of the attack efficiency, which can easily
be an order of magnitude size. After establishing the importance
of portability, we propose a new model called the Multiple
Device Model (MDM) that formally incorporates the device to
device variation during a profiled side-channel attack. We show
through experimental studies, how machine learning and MDM
significantly enhances the capacity for practical side-channel
attacks. More precisely, we demonstrate how MDM is able to
improve the results by > 10×, completely negating the influence
of portability.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern digital systems, ranging from high-performance
servers to ultra-lightweight microcontrollers, are universally
equipped with cryptographic primitives, which act as the
foundation of security, trust, and privacy protocols. Though
these primitives are proven to be mathematically secure, poor
implementation choices can make them vulnerable to even an
unsophisticated attacker. A range of such vulnerabilities are
commonly known as side-channel leakage [1], which exploits
various sources of information leakage in the device. Such
leakages could be in the form of timing [2], power [3],

electromagnetic emanation [4], speculative executions [5],
remote on-chip monitoring [6] etc. To exploit these physical
leakages, different side-channel attacks (SCAs) have been
proposed over the last two decades. In this work, we focus
on power side-channel attacks targeting secret key recovery
from cryptographic algorithms.
In side-channel attacks, profiling based attacks are considered as one of the strongest possible attacks [7]. The strength
of profiling based attacks arises from their capability to fully
characterize the device. There, the attacker has full control
over a clone device, which can be used to build its complete
profile. This profile is then used by the attacker to target
other similar devices to recover the secret information. An
illustration of profiled SCA is shown in Figure 1. The most
common profiled SCA is template attack [7], which profiles
model with mean and standard deviation.
In an ideal setting, the device for profiling and testing must
be different. However, most of the works in existing literature,
do not consider multiple devices but profile and test the same
device [8] (see Figure 1 and the difference between reality and
expected cases). Consequently, despite the common perception
about the practicality of SCA, a large body of results come
from unrealistic experimental settings. Indeed, the presence
of process variation or different acquisition methods [9],
[10] may cause a successful “single-device-model” attack to
completely fail. In [11], authors perform a template attack
on AES encryption in a wireless keyboard. They report 28%
success on a different keyboard as compared to 100% when
profiled and tested on the same keyboard. While solutions to
make templates work on different devices were proposed [12],
[11], the method stays empirical and requires case specific
processing. This issue is popularly known as portability, where
we consider all effects due to different devices and keys
between profiling device and device under attack.
Definition 1: Portability denotes all settings where an attacker has no access to traces from the device under attack to
conduct a training but only to traces from a similar or clone
device, with uncontrolled variations.

